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Today, Get this  eBook for just .99C & Free Bonus 130+ Dog Recipe eBook- Valued at $17.00Read

this book for FREE on Kindle Unlimited - Bonuses Right After Chapter 8 Act Now Before this

time-sensitive Bonus is Gone!Do you want to increase your dogs intelligence and have more fun at

the same time? Imagine waking up in the morning and your beloved has brought you the morning

paper... ...Yes I know we've all seen it in the movies... (well back in the 90's anyways) but what if

you could teach this skill to your dog? Well you can and it only takes 7 steps (pg 54)Not only

practicality but it also builds confidence in you and your dog, brings you close together and no

longer will your dog be a hindrance around the house...He'll be a helper! All it takes is a little

patience (and a lot of treats) and you'll have a dog that not only helps around the house but

entertains and is enjoyable to be around.Increasing your dogs IQ has never been simpler!You will

learn: ->The basics in dog training - the simple & easy skills to teach your dog in the fastest possible

time->Tricks to stop your dog from biting and jumping on your friends->How to teach your dog to

fetch and release - imagine going to the park, beach or even in your backyard and spending quality

time whilst your furry friend is having the time of his life->How to train your dog to ring a bell when

he wants to go outside so that he never messes in the house and so you never have to install a

doggie Door again!->Teach your dog to take a bow, be extremely polite and really impress your

friendsAmongst these you will also learn how to: ->Spin->give a kiss->beg ->play dead->count

->dance->object recognition ->directed jumping ->pick a card from a deck ->food refusal ->track a

persons scent ->heel forward and backward->back up ->walk on your left and right side->a

tissue->say a prayer ...And So much much more!!Download Dog Training: 50 Dog Smart Tricks

Step by Step activities for full engagement, fun and increasing dog IQScroll to the top and Hit the

"BUY" button to instantly Download. your copy Today!/H2>
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Max Paco has put together a neat and simple, easy to follow guide to help you to teach your dog,

(and yourself), some simple, and some not so simple, 'tricks' to help you and your dog to enjoy life

together in happy harmony. Although 'sit' may not be seen as a trick by most people, it is in fact the

most simple and basic trick that we all try to teach our dogs. From that one basic command, we can

move on to to other more complicated commands until we really do feel we are teaching our dog to

do 'tricks'. As a dog trainer, I always try to teach owners that they and their dogs should work

together as a happy couple and Max Paco goes some way towards helping owners achieve this,

with his well laid out and common sense guide. You'll soon find yourself amazed as you find your

dog 'waving' or giving you a 'high five' and more. New owners especially will find this useful, and I'm

happy to give it five stars. Purchased from  UK.

Dog Training is a nice book with some great dog tricks! This book includes everything from basics

tricks like sitting and laying down to more advanced tricks like how to take a bow. If you would like to

train an obedient dog this you will most defiantly enjoy this book. This book is well written and

presented in way that is very easy to understand.

I love this book! It's extremely informative and is great! It tells you step-by-step on how to train your

dogs sit, calm down, lay down, and stay are just some of many! I did have to alter one of the tricks

as it just didn't work well for my dog but just a little bit! Other than that this is great! It took my

Catahoula, Australian Shepherd, Border collie mix Woody 2 weeks and he had half the book he

didn't already know down! I had this on my other phone but got locked out and had to re-purchase

everything I got for the Kindlle app but since this was just 99cents it was worth it!



This book literally has it allwhen it comes to training your dog. There are tricks from the basic

beginning obediance tricks, to cute tricks, and tricks for the very intellegant dog who doesn't quit

learning. Each trick is described in detail so you know exactly what to do and when to do it. The

book, '50 Dog Smart Tricks', passed my expectations with the different levels of tricks, and with how

well each trick is detailed. I look forward to reading more books from this author, about training.

This concise book not only shows you how to teach your dog 50 great tricks, it also explains why

the tricks may have practical applications and health benefits for your dog. It covers basic

obedience commands such as â€˜sitâ€™ and â€˜stayâ€™ through to more complex commands like

helping with chores such as fetching slippers or tidying up their own toys â€“ all great for keeping

dogs active and occupied. Altogether a useful and fun book.

We've been trying to train our dog properly for a while now but it really has been hard going. This

book is already starting to help, just after a week of buying it!What we've done now is go back to

some of the basics and started to follow the 'Basic Obedience Commands' section of the book,

we've already had very positive results. It's nice when these instuctions are explained in a way that

everyone can understand, that's where this guide really does well.The book is well laid out and very

easy going on the reader. Training a dog properly can be slow going but this guide explains how to

proceed, at your (and your dogs!) own pace.Can't wait to move on to the more advanced sections,

such as 'Fetch' and 'Entertaining Dog Tricks', well worth a read if you want to train your dog well.

Very easy read and simple instructions to follow. The book offers many simple instructions to teach

your dog. Recommend that you practice with your dog everyday if possible.

Very easy to follow dog training hints and tricks, helping your best friend to understand obedience

and instructions. The recipes were a great helpful addition. I would recommend this book to any new

dog owner, and even experienced ones.
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